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    Happy New Year!  I hope you had a wonderful holiday season.  Slice is typically reserved for thought   
            leadership, industry news and trends; but as we head into 2018, I thought we could take a minute to 

peek into what Verifone has planned for you this year at NRF.  So this month we will take a 
Slice out of Verifone and feature new product spotlights, use cases, a NRF show guide 

and 2018 hot trends. 

But before we get started, I want to set the stage for where we are 
heading. Customers often ask us for insight on what’s happening in 

the payments market, new store concepts, streamlining 
operations and secure payments. As such, it is our vision 

to be our clients’ most trusted, secure and 
innovative partner, enabling smart commerce for 

the connected world.  Essentially helping 
you compete and  succeed.  How 

can we help you do that?  
Let’s explore…

Spotlight on Verifone 
Solutions, Use Cases, and a 

2018 NRF Show Guide
Issue 10. January 2018
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2017 was a pivotal year for retail.  For me (and judging by the 
response from almost everyone else), the biggest industry story 
of the year was the retail acquisition of Whole Foods by digital 
giant Amazon.  And Amazon continues to build its empire with 
over 4 million Prime members signing up and/or trialing Prime 
in one week alone to its already 80 million US members today.  

In fact (according to Slice Intelligence), Amazon accounted for 
27.2 percent of Black Friday’s online sales, 30.1 percent of 
Cyber Monday’s and 28.4 percent of all online sales during 
Cyber Week (November 21st thru 27th).  But while Amazon 
took the majority of online sales, something feels different this 
year.  What?  Growth.

While Amazon had the largest share of online sales during 
Cyber Week, according to Edison Trends, Target saw the 
largest increase in sales, with online sales increasing by about 
4.5x its previous four-week average.  

Overall, US holiday retail sales rose 4.9 percent compared to 
the same period last year (Mastercard Spending Pulse).  With 
growing consumer confidence and signs of increase spending, 
if the tax cut lives up to its promise, people will start to see 
more money in their paychecks in early 2018, which should 
help further drive consumer spending.   

So what’s the point?  As a brick and mortar retailer, you are 
probably thinking “my focus is in-store, not on online sales and 
Amazon.”  But many can (and would) argue that Amazon is and 
has been the #1 retail influencer of the past several years.  It’s 
the new normal; your new normal.  What we saw with Amazon’s 
acquisition of Whole Foods was a pivotal moment in retail and 
an opportunity to learn from.  

Experts are predicting that we will start to see more digital 
acquisitions of brick and mortar (like Amazon of Whole Foods) 
and vice-versa.  We have seen Albertsons (purchased Plated, 
the online subscription service) and Walmart (purchased 
Bonobos, Moosejaw, ModCloth and Shoebuy) begin to follow 
suit, and this is just the beginning.  

In addition to the blending of online and physical, we can expect 
digital stores to move into the physical space.  Leading the way 
are online retail giants like Rent the Runway, Warby Parker and 
again, Amazon.  What can we learn from this repositioning as 
we develop our new retail? 

1. Returns: While retail has become more and more digital,
the majority of shopping experiences still take place
in store.  A key to any online operation is streamlining
returns.  To do this, brick and mortar has proven the most
cost effective.  As Amazon continues to expand from
online to physical, they have put in place a strategic return
partnership with Kohl’s to allow its customers to drop off
items they want to return.

2. New Store Designs: In November of 2017, Bloomberg
announced  that Amazon’s cashierless store, Amazon Go,
is almost ready for prime time.  The Amazon Go team
is said to have worked out many of the technical bugs
and is starting to hire store-related personnel.  Following
suite into the “new retail,” retailers are beginning to trial
digital concepts of blending online with in-store.  As
we closed out 2017, retailers were trialing new concept
stores that included showroom concepts (order in-store
for pick-up or delivery only), stores of the future (with
mobility and self-checkout at the forefront) and smaller
footprint intentionally designed stores to drive the in-
store experience.

3. Shipping Strategy: Amazon may not always have the
cheapest items or the exact product you want, but what
they do well is create a seamless customer experience.

WHAT WE CAN

LEARN
FROM AMAZON.
Liz Smith, Sr. Sales Enablement Manager, Verifone

ESTIMATED AMAZON PRIME MEMBERS IN THE U.S.

SOURCE: Consumer Intelligence Research Partners
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https://marketingland.com/amazon-made-10x-money-e-commerce-site-2016-holidays-slice-data-202699
https://trends.edison.tech/research-thanksgiving
https://www.mastercardadvisors.com/en-us/solutions/spendingpulse.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-11-15/amazon-s-cashierless-store-is-almost-ready-for-prime-time
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-11-15/amazon-s-cashierless-store-is-almost-ready-for-prime-time
https://www.google.com/search?q=what+percent+of+u.s.+shoppers+are+prime+members&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjirZbtya_YAhUGySYKHWJAB1AQ_AUIDCgD&biw=1224&bih=575#imgrc=P7-41MdsmJfZkM
https://trends.edison.tech/research-thanksgiving
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Industry Experts Offer Up 2018 Predictions on Retail 
Customer Experience
Retail Customer Experience

Digitization is driving convergence between all retail channels. 
Retailers have been toying with different Omnichannel strategies, 
enabling customers to purchase online with convenient delivery 
methods or click and collect for instant gratification.  These strategies 
are often optimized by retailers to provide a truly seamless customer 
experience. So, is 2018 finally the year for mobile wallets? Alternative 
payment methods have been around but adoption has been quite 
low. Since the 2015 EMV liability shift, merchants have invested on 
new payment devices that are EMV-enabled and NFC-capable.

Read the article 

Why Online Retailers Open Physical Stores
The Motley Fool

For consumers, online shopping provides variety, convenience, and 
a frictionless, hassle-free buying experience. The online retailer 
giant, Amazon, has single-handedly altered the way consumers 
shop today. So, the question begs, why is Amazon testing new 
physical store formats or striking up partnerships to extend their 
physical presence? The answer is to simply improve customer 
experience. Sales at a physical store enables the retailer to collect 
more data points, which will in turn provide better customer insight 
that they would not be otherwise able to obtain online.

Read the article

Top 8 Retail Trends to Watch in 2018
Retail Info Systems

Over the years, we’ve witnessed an immense focus on 
personalization from merchants to amplify the buyer’s experience. 
Website algorithms were improved to discern our shopping 
behaviour and habits, and suggestively sell items based on our 
purchase history and what we’ve “liked” on social media. Since 
then, the customer experience has changed and today’s consumers 
are more connected than ever. Chatbots have replaced live 
chat agents and have assisted in creating a tailored shopping 
experience. The notion of IoT has proliferated the airways. How can 
these technologies help improve the customer experience in 2018?

Read the article

The Retail Customer Experience of the Future
RetailWeek

There’s a common thread here, consumers have become mobile 
dependent. Mobile phones have become more than a communication 
tool. Now shoppers are utilizing their mobile phones to research 
items while in store, truly giving customers power at their fingertips. 
How can retailers capitalize on this consumer behavior? Enter 
technologies such as beacons and geolocation marketing initiatives, 
which allows retailers to push out mobile offers real-time to shoppers 
within the vicinity.

Read the article

INDUSTRY  
NEWS

Amazon has influenced retailers to advance their own 
shipping capabilities and with good reason.  Consumers 
expect fast and easy deliveries and buying experiences.  
Target is among the retailers following suit and at year 
end, purchased Shipt (a same-day grocery delivery 
service platform) for $550 million.  Their goal through this 
acquisition is to provide same-day delivery of all major 
product categories by the end of 2019.

As retailers plan their 2018 and beyond strategies, I expect that 
they will include features to enable the frictionless experience 
(think self-checkout and mobility) and a strategy to blend 
the online and in-store experience to expedite delivery from  
e-commerce/brick and mortar  to consumer (and back again 
if needed).  In closing, it’s a new frontier.  It’s not always about 
what “stuff” you are selling anymore.  It’s about the experience.  
Look at what  Airbnb has done.  They don’t own any hotels, 
but they are leveraging data and technology to create a 
personalized experience that consumers’ desire.    Amazon 
has taught consumers that it’s better to get a seamless buying 
experience (from your own couch in your pajamas and wait a 
few days for delivery) than to fight mall traffic and out of stock 
items for immediate gratification.  I for one can’t blame them.  
So as you build your new retail frontier, how will you forge the 
new consumer experience?  It’s not as far away as you might 
think.
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HOLIDAY SPENDING: RETAIL SALES INCREASED 
4.9% IN 2017. YEAR-OVER-YEAR CHANGES

SOURCE: Mastercard Spending Pulse

http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-01-09/2rwfrr
http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-01-09/2rwfrw
http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-01-09/2rwfry
http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-01-10/2rx33m
http://www.onlinemarketing-trends.com/2017/12/holiday-season-sees-sales-witness.html
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mPOS Station:  Looking for an mPOS 
solution to line bust, provide consultative 
selling or save the sale?  Be sure to stop 
by Stations Station 1 (e280), Station 2 
(e355), Station 3 (e285), Station 6 (e355), 
Station 9 (e285).

Carbon: Thinking about your next 
generation of retail? Recreate what retail 
means with the award-winning Carbon 
solution. Check out the latest apps that 
can help you compete and create that new 
experience for your 2018 initiatives. Stop 
by Station 4 (Carbon 8 and 10), Station 
8 (Carbon 8), Station 10 (Carbon 8) or  
Station 12 (Carbon 8 LIVE)

e280: Maximize your new Retail. Announcing 
the e280. Sleek. Mobile. Modern. Secure. 
Verifone’s newest Engage terminal, the 
e280 is the smallest programmable mPOS 
terminal in the market and its size and 
functionality allow for more creative retail 
payment strategies.  Available at  Station 1.

Hospitality Solutions: 
• Table Service and Lodging 

Solutions: Check out the latest pay-
at-the-table solutions at Station 9 or 
a Hotel Check-in Demo at Station 5.  

• QSR Solutions: Of course the latest 
and greatest QSR solutions can be 
found at Station 5 (PIN Pads), or any of 
the         multi-lane offerings at Station 
1, Station 2, Station 3, Station 6 and 
Station 11.  

Merchant Marketplace: Thinking about 
becoming an app developer or want to 

develop a custom app for your store?  
Station 4 and Station 8 are showcasing 
the latest apps and we can talk you through 
the process. are showcasing the latest apps 
and we can talk you through the process.  
The Merchant Marketplace has streamlined 
development to get apps developed faster 
and to shorten the time to market.

Thought Leadership: Verifone has lined 
up a special guest list of leading retail, 
commerce and payment influencers to share 
their perspectives on key trends shaping 
the future of retail. See special guests like 
Nordstrom, Boston Retail Partners, NRF 
and McDonald’s in the Verifone Media 
Theatre live. (Full media theatre schedule 
on the back!) 

Mobility:  In the future store concept, 
mobility is key.  Customers want to have 
a unique and customized experience that 
is frictionless and easy.  Stop by stations 
Station 1 (e280), Station 2 (e355), 
Station 3 (e285), Station 4 (Carbon 8 and 
10), 5 (V400m), Station 6 (e355), Station 
8 (Carbon 8), Station 9 (V400m, V240m, 
e285), Station 10 (Carbon 8) or Station 
12 (Carbon 8 LIVE) to see how you can go 
beyond the checkout for payments anytime, 
anywhere and with any payment method 
your customers desire.

ISV:  Payments don’t have to be complicated.  
One integration, for all devices, payments, 
processor and merchant configurations. 
Stop by Station 5 and be one step closer to 
getting out of the payments business.  

Multi-lane Station:  Looking for new 
ways to engage consumers at the point 
of interaction?  Whether your goal is to 
upsell, ensure order accuracy, create easy 
to read self-service kiosks or even roll-out 
multimedia advertisements that are easy to 
deploy, be sure to stop by Station 1 (M400), 
Station 2 (MX 925), Station 3 (M400) or 
Station 6 (M400).

Payment Services and More:  One 
supplier giving you the freedom to select 
the solution that will fit your business needs 
for today and tomorrow.  Be sure to stop by 
Station 1 (Point Classic and Omnichannel 
Solutions), Station 2 (Point Enterprise), 
Station 3 (VHQ), Station 5 (Point), Station 
6 (FIPay and RTS), and Station 10 (Gateway 
and Services) for payment complexity made 
simple.

Verifone VAS (Value Added Services): 
Thinking about implementing Apple Pay, 
Alipay or Google Pay? Stop by Station 1 
(Apple Pay), Station 2 (Alipay), Station 3 
(Apple Pay) or Station 6 (Google Pay) to 
check it out.

Customer Testimonials: Be sure to check 
out the customer logo wall or stop by 
Station 11 for Verifone client videos.

Carbon 8 LIVE! Want to see Carbon live 
and in action! Stop by Station 12 where 
you can see a live payment app and donate 
$2 towards the Retail Orphan initiative and 
grab a cup of coffee. 

12
100%
of proceeds at 

Station 12 
benefitting the

:
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Adding 
business 

apps

STOP #1
Elevate 

Payments 
and 

Commerce

Congratulations, you 
may advance to The 

Future of Retail!

Anywhere to 
pay (mobile)

Any way to pay 
(mPOS, apps, 

wallets)
Faster 

checkout
Magical 

seamless 
experiences

STOP #2
Elevate the 
Consumer 
Experience

You
 a

re 
here!

Easy, secure, 
flexible, and 

reliable solutions

Speeding 
innovation

Moving 
beyond 
(in-lane) 

payments

Enabling 
digital wallet 
acceptance

Enabling 
Omnichannel 

commerceSales are up! 
Skip two ahead 

two spaces

Accept
 alternative 
payments

HELPING MERCHANTS 
COMPETE & SUCCEED
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INDUSTRY 
USE CASES  
& PRODUCT 
PAIR UP

Product Details
• Max Security: PCI 5.x SRED
• Supports MSR, EMV and Contactless
• Standalone or Integrated
• Barcode Optional with Applicable Sled
• Long lasting battery for all day coverage
• Available with Barcode Scanner Sleds, 

Stands and Other Accessories
• Large color touchscreen for           

customer-friendly interaction, sig capture 
and secure PIN entry

• Integrates with Verifone’s VHQ estate 
management solution

e280

Maximize your new Retail.  Announcing the e280.  Sleek. Mobile. Modern. 
Secure.
Verifone’s newest mobile payment solution, the e280 is Verifone’s smallest programmable 
mPOS terminal and its size and functionality allow for more creative retail payment strategies.

• Unassisted Kiosks
• mPOS
• Showroom Stores
• Line Busting, Endless Aisle, Clientelling

• Personalized Shopping
• Drive-thru
• Micro-Merchant Environments

The e280 is Verifone’s perfect companion device with ultimate flexibility. From micro-merchants 
to tier 1 retail, everyone will find something to love in this ultra-modern mobile payment device. 
The e280 can be used in diverse applications like in-aisle checkout, pay-at-the-table, unassisted 
kiosks, line busting and micro-merchant environments, the e280 is as flexible as it is beautiful.  
The e280 is part of our Engage family which can run a common SCA payment application, use 
the same EMV kernel across all devices and supports Point and Point Connect.  Its integration 
with Verifone’s estate management solution enables clients of any size to remotely manage 
their device. But whether it’s part of a larger device portfolio or the sole payment device at a 
small business, our lineup of services and accessories supports all use cases. The e280 has 
a customer-friendly 3.5” color touchscreen to support easy on-screen interaction, signature 
capture and secure PIN entry. It supports USB-C, Bluetooth BLE and WiFi, and meets PCI 5.x 
SRED requirements for maximum security.

Let’s Go Mobile!
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Liz Smith, Sr. Sales Enablement Manager, Verifone
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e285

Business on the Go. Securely process transactions anywhere with or without 
pairing to a smart device.
Increase customer engagement and power your business anytime, anywhere, with our advanced 
mobile payment solution. 

• Unassisted Kiosks
• mPOS
• Pay-at-the-Table

• Showroom Stores
• Line Busting, Endless Aisle, Clientelling
• Hotel and Lodging

The e285 is a standalone mobile payment solution with multiple connectivity options, allowing 
merchants to securely process transactions anywhere without pairing to a smart device. Built 
on the Verifone Engage platform, the e285 can deliver an innovative and essential level of 
interaction between customers and merchants. Acceptance of the latest payment types— 
including contactless, EMV, and magstripe— make it the ideal choice for merchants who want 
to meet their customers’ changing demands. Built for Performance Merchants of all sizes need 
a reliable payment device they can use anytime, anywhere. The design and functionality of the 
e285 fully supports mobile use cases and customer engagement. 

Product Details
• Small, pocket-sized device 
• Field-replaceable battery for 12-hour use
• Max security: PCI 5.x SRED
• Supports MSR, EMV and Contactless 
• Compatibility with the latest operating 

systems
• Built on Engage platform for faster and 

more cost-effective application development
• Access to the Merchant Marketplace allows 

for 3rd-party apps, like loyalty and CRM
• Largest screen among competitors
• Better customer experience with 2.8-inch 

color touchscreen capable of signature 
capture

• Triple radio performance
• WiFi, Bluetooth 4.2 BLE, and powerful 

optional 3G radio delivers wireless payment 
convenience

V400m

Transform transactions with Verifone’s V400m—the smallest full-function 
portable payment device.

Enjoy an enriched point-of-sale experience and meaningful consumer interactions with next-
generation features, functionalities and commerce capabilities.

• Portable Retail
• Pay-at-the-Table
• Hotel and Lodging

Product Details
• Supports MSR, EMV and Contactless
• Connectivity 4G, Bluetooth or WiFi 
• Operating System V/OS (Linux-based) 
• Display 3.5” Capacitive Touch Screen 
• Security PCI PTS 5.x-approved 
• Integrated Printer
• Long lasting battery
• Full-feature base or charge only base 

available

V400m Experience advanced commerce capabilities with our smallest full-function, portable 
payment device. As the world’s smallest full-function portable payment device, the V400m’s 
compact and stylish design rests comfortably in your hand, while its efficient battery allows for 
better power management. Built on Linux, the V400m boasts improved speed and flexibility, 
with processing speeds up to 3x faster than its counterparts. It’s also fully connected, allowing 
for more transactions from more locations. The V400m is part of the Engage platform which 
runs a common SCA payment application, use the same EMV kernel across all devices and 
supports Point and Point Connect. Equipped with ample memory, it supports rich multimedia 
and commerce applications, making it the ultimate choice for businesses seeking to enhance 
merchant/consumer interactions. 

M400

Step into the fast lane with Verifone’s M400.
Every detail is eloquently designed from its sleek appearance to its small footprint. The M400 
is the total package built to transform the client experience.

• Multilane 
• Pharmacy
• C-StoreProduct Details

• Stunning 5” FWVGA display
• Intuitive user interface
• Multi-touch gesturing and scrolling - pinch, 

zoom and tap
• Powerful 1GHz processor and ample 

memory to support multimedia and 
commerce apps

• Full motion video support with high-quality 
audio

• Incorporates the latest payment 
technologies

• Optional Bluetooth/BLE with beaconing 
capabilities

M400 Simple, sleek, and very sophisticated. Investment Protection: Write an app once and 
port it across multiple devices with our single-kernel architecture. Apps written for the MX 
9 series can be easily ported to the M400, saving time and development costs. The M400 
is also backward-compatible with an MX cabling solution, so you can leverage your existing 
installation to simplify upgrades. The M400 delivers class-leading performance, flexibility and 
security—backed by the trusted Verifone brand and is also part of the Engage platform which 
runs a common SCA payment application, uses the same EMV kernel across all devices and 
supports Point and Point Connect.  A diamond in the multilane, the M400 is the total package 
and takes the checkout experience to a new level. 

Transform the Customer Experience!
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Carbon

Verifone Carbon. Available in an 8 inch or 10 inch option, Carbon is a 
connected platform with an ecosystem helping merchants manage their 
businesses and increase sales.

The Carbon Promise: Merchants have the ability to manage their businesses and elevate 
the customer experience—all from an integrated POS solution. 

Carbon 10
Unlock the potential of the point of sale with our full-featured smart business engine. All-in-
one solution designed to boost commerce, Verifone Carbon is a smart business engine for 
the connected world. It’s an all-inclusive solution with an advanced ecosystem that helps you 
manage and grow your business. Carbon’s integrated design features dual screens, merging 
the point of sale and consumer display—enabling an enriched merchant and consumer 
experience, while functioning as a full-featured countertop or portable POS solution. With 
access to Verifone’s Merchant Marketplace and backed by the strength of the Intel® 
processor, Carbon creates opportunities to build loyalty and revenue with personalized 
experiences, enabling businesses to extend their reach like never before. Specific to the 
Carbon 10 is a larger screen for more complex apps and POS software as well as a printer 
in the base.

• POS & Terminal sits on the 
counter

• Scan items, phones, coupons, 
loyalty

• Accept payment and print 
receipts

Use me as a countertop 
device.

• Inventory management
• Price checking/product info
• In-aisle checkout
• Back office operations

Use me on the go!

Device includes: 
• Merchant Marketplace for business productivity tools 
• Consumer display for engagement and marketing 
• Latest payment acceptance, including EMV, NFC/CTLS countertop and mobile usage 
• Carbon 10: Integrated printer in stand to minimize countertop footprint
• Carbon 8: Accessories to support multiple use cases - attachable printer, shoulder strap, and charging base 

Carbon 8
Carbon 8 gives merchants the flexibility to offer personalized, meaningful experiences both 
at the counter and on the go. An optional printer attaches to the tablet for printing in aisle, 
curbside, or wherever business occurs, and a shoulder strap allows merchants to carry the 
device comfortably and securely. Built with the same integrated design as Carbon 10, Carbon 
8 features dual screens, merging the merchant and consumer displays while functioning as a      
full-featured countertop or mPOS solution. With access to Verifone’s Merchant Marketplace and 
backed by the strength of the Intel® processor, Carbon 8 creates opportunities to build loyalty 
and generate additional revenue with personalized customer experiences anytime, anywhere. 

Retail. Redefined.
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The term “integrated payments” became 
common in the past five years for acquirers 
and terminal manufacturers seeking to 
deliver more services focused on business 
operations and customer interaction. The 
concept itself hasn’t changed much, even 
as competition in this segment intensifies.

But the market has advanced to the point 
where some merchants may consider a 
semiintegrated option to speed up their 
conversions to EMV, meaning software 
comes already EMV-certified from the card 
brands.

The integration of talech’s cloud-based 
POS software makes the Carbon platform 
“much more than a payment terminal,” said 
Jeff Wakefield, vice president of sales 
enablement at Verifone.

Verifone’s integrated payments strategy 
is focused around its mobile Carbon 
POS, and the San Jose-based terminal 
manufacturer has now added cloud-based 
POS software from talech to the Carbon 
platform. This update has transformed 
the terminal originally designed for quick 
service restaurants into a tool in which most 
any small business can benefit, according to 
Verifone.

The integration of talech’s cloud-based 
POS software makes the Carbon platform 
“much more than a payment terminal,” said 
Jeff Wakefield, vice president of sales 
enablement at Verifone. “It is now a powerful 
business management tool.”

Carbon still clearly operates in the same 
market that others such as First Data’s 
Clover, Square Register or Revel target. 
Verifone is banking on talech software 
to give Carbon an upper hand in the              
small-business market by using the Palo 

Alto-based company’s software to include 
order management, inventory management, 
employee management, business reporting, 
mobile order-ahead, gift cards, loyalty and 
e-mail marketing programs.

Verifone plans to roll out Carbon country by 
country, as it currently is available only in the 
U.S. and  Israel.  

“Integrated payments is increasingly a 
part of what I broadly define as a ‘point of 
interaction’ with the end customer,” said 
Irv Henderson, co-founder of talech. “And 
that interaction, for us, means we are 
talking about the business owner as well 
as the customer who walks into a retailer or 
restaurant.”

Regardless of how integrated payments 
have evolved in the past few years, the 
category remains disruptive, Henderson 
said.

A restaurant owner can now use a terminal 
like the Carbon to accept all payment 
forms, but also to introduce e-commerce 
capabilities, add mobile order-and-pay 
for customers, or link back-office and 
accounting operations into the payments 
infrastructure.

“It  is not brand new that software is 
increasingly occupying how a business 
owner runs his business, but what is 
happening is a more efficient rationalizing 
of services — with some new things added,” 
Henderson said.

Talech built a platform for a tablet POS 
system for restaurants and retail, and has 
established partnerships with Elavon/U.S. 
Bank, Chase, Vantiv and Global Payments 
to distribute and present to their clients.
Merchants using Carbon can expand their 

list of apps that support their business or 
engage with customers. And that’s good 
news for Developer Central, Verifone’s cloud-
based portal that enables app developers to 
tap into the point of sale without having to 
work through other areas of the complex 
payments ecosystem.

Verifone has been working for several 
months to get Developer Central in place 
as a global model, providing everything 
needed for app creators to develop and test 
Android apps for Carbon, or other solutions 
for Verifone.

“We are emphasizing third-party software 
solutions like talech to integrate on our 
platform, such as Carbon and Engage,” 
Verifone’s Wakefield said. “This way, our 
channel partners and merchants such as 
the restaurant vertical already acquire the 
Verifone solution with the foundational POS 
software needed to run their business.”

Verifone set up a similar partnership with 
Sage earlier this year to integrate with the 
Carbon platform as a way to offer business 
accounting tools to merchants in Europe.

Semi-integrated payment solutions 
represent a different scenario, but they are 
also becoming increasingly popular because 
it takes the merchant and independent 
software vendor out of scope for Payment 
Card Industry compliance, Wakefield added. 
But it provides updates to software as new 
features and wallets become available, thus 
reducing time to market for some of these 
features.

AS INTEGRATED PAYMENTS

ADVANCE, VERIFONE ADDS

OUTSIDE TECH TO CARBON
David Heun, Associate Editor, PaymentsSource

The integration of talech’s 
cloud-based POS software 
makes the Carbon platform 

“much more than a 
payment terminal,”
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NRF
January 14 - 16  •  New York City, NY

RDS Sales Conference
January 22 - 24  •  San Antonio, TX

Agilysys Inspire
January 29– 31  •  Las Vegas, NV

John Deere
February 29 - 21  •  Atlanta, GA

MAG
February 28 - Mar. 2  •  Phoenix, AZ

VRPC 2018 
October 3 - 5  •  St. Pete Beach, FL
Save the Date! 

UPCOMING 
EVENTS

ACCEO Tender Retail 3867 Merchant Link 3085
ADYEN 4051 Microsoft Corporation 2803
Aptos 3306 NCR Corporation 3121
Aurus, Inc. 814 OneView Commerce 1503
Cayan 3875 Oracle America, Inc. 3521
Datamax System Solutions 3853 Panasonic 1421
Direct Source, Inc. 3644 Pomeroy 2763
ENS (Engineered Network Systems) 1429 POSDATA 348
Fujitsue America, Inc. 3907 Reliant 1410
Givex 3383 Retail Tech, Inc. 2447
GK Software USA, Inc. 3352 SalePoint, Inc. 527
Google, Inc. 953 SpacePole, Inc. 1775
Infor Retail 3421 Spencer Technologies 1475
KWI 3031 Technology Recovery Group 903
Level 10 1461 Toshiba Global Commerce Solutions, Inc. 2553
LS Retail 3045 UTC Retail 3428
Mad Mobile 2430 Vantiv 4231
Manhattan Associates 2845 Veras Retail 255
Mastercard 4121 Zebra Technologies 1603

VISIT OUR 
NRF PARTNERS
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http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-01-10/2rx349
http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-01-10/2rx34f
http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-01-10/2rx34k
http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-01-10/2rx34m
http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2017-11-06/2r1kyv/129991/112313/VRPC_2018.ics
http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2017-11-06/2r1kyv/129991/112313/VRPC_2018.ics
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VERIFONE BOOTH INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Verifone’s newest mobile payment 
solution, the e280 is Verifone’s smallest 
programmable mPOS terminal and its size 
and functionality allow for more creative 
retail payment strategies.

BOOTH #3345

INTRODUCING THE 
VERIFONE e280

Come and listen to Verifone clients, partners and industry experts talk about the state of the retail industry.

Day 1 (January 14)

10:30 AM 11:00 AM 1:00 PM 1:20 PM

1:40 PM 2:00 PM 2:30 PM

Day 2 (January 15)

9:30 AM 10:00 AM 11:00 AM 11:30 AM

1:00 PM 2:00 PM 3:00 PM

Day 3 (January 16)

10:00 AM 11:00 AM 11:30 AM


